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A B S T R A C T

As two major approaches to reduce carbon emissions, command-and-control instruments and market-based
carbon trading systems have their own weaknesses. Our paper first proposes a type of endogenous equilibrium
methodology to dynamically derive the industrial carbon emissions standards. At the equilibrium, the sum of all
carbon assets and liabilities is zero in the considered industry. Moreover, the standards fall over time with low-
carbon technological advance. Most importantly, combining Pigou's and Coase's ideas, we construct a fiscal
instrument accounting for both carbon taxes and allowances based on the dynamically improved emissions
standards and carbon trading prices. This “No revenue for government” method implements a self-operated
ecology for carbon trading market. Finally, considering the “Waterloo” recession of carbon prices, we introduce
an adjustment factor into the model, which generates a negative-feedback mechanism with carbon prices. To
support our idea, we present the application to Beijing taxi industry in detail and raise relative policy
implications based on the evidence.

1. Introduction

Industrial carbon emissions standards and means of regulatory
control are the core requirements for reduction mechanism.
Command-and-control instruments and market-based carbon trading
systems are two principal ways for solving global warming. As
command-and-control instruments, conventional regulatory standards
work and are generally classified as technology-based standards or
performance-based standards (Stavins, 1997). However, the formula-
tion of standards is lack of dynamic regulated mechanism and
industrial differences (Bohm and Russell, 1985; Jochem and Gruber,
1990; Kneese and Sweeney, 1993; Jaffe et al., 2002). The inflexible
industrial carbon emissions standards cannot suit the need of dynamic
and metabolic climate policies.

To overcome the shortcomings of the command-and-control ap-
proach, the institutional framework of Kyoto Protocol had come into
effect steadily before 2008 in EU ETS (European Union Emissions
Trading Scheme), which covered nearly half of European carbon
emissions (Nordhaus, 2006; Ellerman and Buchner, 2007).
Unexpected things are happening. The poor progress of the Kyoto
Protocol and the ‘Waterloo’ recession of carbon price signify defects in
the market-based carbon trading system (Nordhaus, 2006; Grubb,

2012). To solve the problems of inefficiency and illiquidity of those two
methods employed separately, a more harmonious combination of the
command-and-control instruments and the market-based carbon trad-
ing system is urgently needed. Therefore, in our opinion, a govern-
ment-oriented market operation can facilitate the formation of a kind
of self-operated and self-completed mechanism and ecology for realiz-
ing carbon emissions reduction.

Pigou (1920) first argues that government should interfere with
the externalities in society and that it should subsidize the producers.
He also shows that, when a tax can let marginal private benefit equal
marginal social benefit, it can improve the social total welfare, which
is regarded as the “Pigovian tax” (Pigou, 1920). It is accepted by
numerous economists. As one of the main supporters of the Pigovian
tax, Nordhaus (1999) regards carbon taxes as a method of imple-
menting different regions’ domestic policies, and he stresses carbon
taxes can avoid domestic or international bureaucracy for measuring
and monitoring industry carbon emissions reduction. Carbon taxes
are a powerful and flexible tool to harmonize policies and slow
climate change (Nordhaus, 2006, 2008). The literature on carbon
taxes under command-and-control instruments is extensive, which
confirms that this method is advantageous in different ways (Hoel
and Karp, 2002; Avi-Yonah and Uhlmann, 2009; Wittneben, 2009;
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Chiu et al., 2015).1,2 Meanwhile, as worthy of being mentioned,
Stavins (1997) advises that taxes should be altered over time because
of inadequate information to set the applicable tax level, and it also
needs a dynamic mechanism to adjust the taxes according to the
technological activities and carbon trading prices of enterprises.
Baranzini et al. (2000) finds that as a fascinating policy selection,
the weaknesses of carbon taxes can be remunerated by the design and
generated fiscal revenues.

Against Pigou's thought, Coase (1960) proposes that individuals in
society can internalize externalities, and the intervention of govern-
ment is undesired. He also focuses on production factors, not entities.
Dales (1968) comes up with an emissions permits trading system based
on quantity, not price. Cap-and-trade systems are based on quota
administration for global warming policies currently. The cap is the
total emissions level, which is regulated by governmental quotas
allocated to businesses and individuals. Credits are auctioned on
carbon trading market as emissions permits (Nordhaus, 2008). The
key concept in cap-and-trade schemes is the “carbon price” or, more
precisely, “the social cost of carbon” (Nordhaus, 2008). Extensive
literature finds that market-based systems are superior to taxes
schemes (Requate, 1998; Stavins, 1997; Kerr and Newell, 2003;
Keohane, 2009).3

Comparison of taxes and cap-and-trade schemes is a significant
topic in academic area. Many scholars discuss this question from
different viewpoints. Extensive discussions focus on the feasibility of
the two systems and whether they are efficient in our society (Dales,
1968; Buchanan and Tullock, 1975; MacKenzie and Ohndorf, 2012;
Carl and Fedor, 2016). Some studies explore how tax schemes and cap-
and-trade systems foster technological innovation (Requate, 1998;
Krysiak, 2008; Chiu et al., 2015). Therefore, the balance of technolo-
gical innovation and social efficiency is essential to the choice of carbon
taxes and cap-and-trade schemes.

Considering the deficiencies of two schemes, Roberts and Spence
(1976) introduces the hybrid mechanism as a “safety valve”, which
suggests that government should provide two types of licenses: “an
effluent subsidy” and “a finite penalty”. The mixed system can flexibly
adjust taxes applied to firms. Weitzman (1974) puts forward a famous
“mixed” price-quantity model to give reasonable results under infor-
mational constraints for the comparison between price policies and
quantity policies. Then, the combination of ‘price’ incentives and
‘quantity’ targets proposed by Weitzman (1978) can justify regulations

reasonably. Hybrid policy can combine the political plea of quantity
controls and pricing efficiency, thus being a more attractive alternative.
Yohe (1981) regulates many firms to arrange a quantity standard based
on ‘sliding control’ through a stochastic multiform model. McKibbin
and Wilcoxen (1997) develops a flexible system with a mix of permits
and emissions fees based on the actual condition of each country.
Although it might not guarantee a sharp reduction of emissions, it
sought to stabilize emissions and offer businesses an incentive to
decrease their emissions with minimum cost. Williams (2002) extends
Weitzman's model to include a third instrument—tradable quantities.
Mandell (2008) applies Weitzman's ‘Prices vs. Quantities’ model to
compare emissions taxes and cap-and-trade, as well as mixture of the
two, which shows that mixed regulation is an optimal choice.
Additionally, Shobe et al. (2010, 2014) put forward offering extra
allowances under a loose cap to replace in-auction price cap scheme.
Fan et al. (2016) apply PCT (personal carbon trading) model to
combine the carbon price and quantity control.

Although current conventional technologies and performance stan-
dards may only accomplish a cost-effective distribution of emissions
control at present, admittance criteria cannot offer dynamic incentives
for businesses to develop superior low-carbon technologies (Bohm and
Russell, 1985; Jochem and Gruber, 1990; Kneese and Sweeney, 1993;
Jaffe et al., 2002). The regulation of dynamic efficiency standards
should not be ignored (MacKenzie and Ohndorf, 2012; Holland, 2012).
To solve the problems mentioned above, the paper would contribute to
literature in three aspects as follows, to formulate dynamic endogenous
equilibrium standards for industrial carbon emissions with hybrid
incentives.

Firstly, based on the pricing model of carbon assets (Han et al.,
2015), we propose the industrial carbon asset equilibrium model to
calculate the dynamic standards, which are endogenously derived and
dynamically improved based on the enterprises’ innovation strategies.
Although cap-and-trade programs or carbon taxes schemes are widely
used in carbon emissions regulations, few studies discuss the effects on
individuals’ or firms’ profits (Buchanan and Tullock, 1975; Stavins,
2008; Weber and Neuhoff, 2010).4 The endogenous equilibrium
standards are derived from the production and technological behaviors
of each enterprise in a certain industry. Furthermore, with environ-
mental-friendly technologies updating and the diffusion of these
technologies, the lower industrial carbon emissions standard facilitates
the reduction of all industrial emissions and affects the enterprises’
performance, thus spreading progressive techniques vigorously. In
return, advances in technologies abate the standard over time, forming
a positive feedback mechanism.

Secondly, based on the dynamically improved standard we design,
this paper formulates a carbon taxes and allowance system, combining
Pigou's methodology of carbon taxes and Coase's ideology of carbon
trading market. This hybrid system integrates the effects of government
and carbon prices obtaining from carbon trading market, establishing a
government-oriented market operating mechanism, though there is no
revenue for government. The price-type approach can let carbon
emissions reduction become sustainable in green economy.

Thirdly, since low carbon prices out of “Waterloo” recession do not
motivate businesses to focus on low-carbon technologies, we add macro
adjustment factors to adjust the proportion of carbon assets or
liabilities in term of generalized assets of an enterprise proposed in
Section 4. The adjustment factor forms a negative feedback mechanism
with carbon prices, which provides the compensation effect vital to the
carbon tax and allowance model. Adjustment factor is interrelated with

1 Hoel and Karp (2002) compare taxes and quotas with asymmetric information
between firms and regulators, and conclude that taxes dominate quotas in additive
uncertainty. When there are seven main differences between the cap-and-trade market
and carbon taxes in emissions reductions, the carbon tax is a quicker and cheaper way to
achieve the reduction aims (Wittneben, 2009). In addition, the structure of the energy
market can effect carbon taxes and emissions trading schemes from an economic
perspective. Although the influences are the same in a perfectly competitive market,
the price of energy under a carbon tax system is lower than under emissions trading
schemes in a monopoly market (Chiu et al., 2015). In terms of externalities, carbon taxes
can send a strong signal to high-emissions enterprises, but a cap-and-trade system is
based on the willingness of firms to pay for their emissions, thus sending a more
ambiguous message (Avi-Yonah and Uhlmann, 2009).

2 By Wittneben (2009): “amount of emissions reduced, flow of revenue to the public
purse, cost of the system to the public, marginal cost of carbon emissions reductions to
the firm, generating excess rent, price setting mechanism and stability of system, as well
as duration and commitment”.

3 Comparing traditional regulations and marked-based systems for global climate
change, Stavins (1997) thinks that market-based systems come before standards. Two
different technologies are not allowed to coexist under a tax scheme since the
introduction of an innovative technology may cause a welfare decrease. However, a
competitive permit market may not produce this problem (Requate, 1998). Different
regulations result in different technology choices for firms. Cap-and trade systems can
improve efficient output and technical changes, as with investment, and they can
accelerate the diffusion of cost-saving technologies (Kerr and Newell, 2003). In contrast,
Keohane (2009) proposes that a cap-and-trade system can promote international
collaboration and reduce carbon reduction costs, especially if it can form linkages
between different countries’ carbon trading markets, which further equalizes costs and
accelerates the development of national carbon trading systems.

4 Considering individual demand functions, Buchanan and Tullock (1975) argue that
carbon trading system are superior to carbon taxes to reach Pareto-efficient optimal.
Stavins (2008) thinks a cap-and trade system alone can not efficiently encourage
enterprises to invest in emissions-reduction technologies. Thus, additional polices, such
as standards-based policies, carbon taxes and allowances, can increase the incentives for
low-carbon research.
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